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hat is so unique about Moshe
Rabbenu that he was selected
as the leader of Am Yisrael?
The Torah does not explicitly specify
anything about Moshe’s leadership
qualities. In fact, quite the contrary.
We are told that Moshe had a speech
impediment, something that may be
considered as a handicap for an orator.
What was so special about Moshe that
warranted him being selected as the
leader of Am Yisrael?
Perhaps the simple reading of the text
itself gives us the answer.
The Yam Simcha (also see Nechama
Leibowitz) points out that the first three
interactions that Moshe has with others
that are described in the Torah portrays
Moshe’s true personality. Moshe is
present at three disputes, and rather than

act as a passive bystander, he leaps into
action to protect the underdog.
First, we are told that he left the palace
in Egypt to assist his brothers that were
being oppressed by the Egyptians. When
he witnessed an Egyptian whipping a Jew,
Moshe defended the Jew. He could not
bear the suffering of his people.
Second, we are informed that Moshe witnessed two Jews quarreling and interfered
by asking how one can raise his hand to hit
his fellow Jew.
Third, when Moshe arrives in Midian, and
we would expect him to act like a fugitive,
he publicly defends Yitro’s daughters from
the other shepherds and assists them with
feeding their cattle.
What do we learn about Moshe’s personality from these scenarios? He could not
stand idly by when injustice was being
committed. Moshe showed compassion to
the oppressed. He did not distinguish between a dispute among a Jew and a nonJew, a dispute between Jews, and a dispute
between non-Jews.
Once, the Ostrovstzer Rav, Rav Meir Yechiel
Kalshtock, and Rav Chaim Ozer were
vacationing together. They each urged

רפואה שלמה
אפרים אברהם בן רבקה
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the other to offer a dvar torah, but each
kept urging the other to be the one to talk.
Finally, Rav Chaim Ozer said, but you’re
a gavra raba, a great man, so you should
give the dvar torah! The Ostrovstzer
responded, “no, let me explain to you who
is really a gavra raba”. In Gemara Makkos
22b, Rava states “How foolish are those
who stand up out of respect for a Sefer
Torah but do not stand up out of respect
for a gavra raba (great individuals).” Rava
goes on to explain that the Torah dictates
that a person may be judged to receive
40 lashes, while the Rabbis limited the
number of lashes to 39. From this we see
how powerful the rabbis really are. The
Ostrovstzer asked: Why did Rava offer as
his proof a pasuk from the end of sefer
devarim, while he could have brought
a proof from a much earlier pasuk, in
Parshas Emor?! The Torah dictates that
one should count 50 days between Pesach
and Shavuos and the Rabbis determined
to count only 49 days. This too would
be illustrative of how the Rabbis were
able to reduce by one number a Biblical
directive?
He
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explanation. To be considered a gavra raba
– a great individual, it’s not just one can
reinterpret the simple meaning of a pasuk.
Rather, it is one who is concerned with
minimizing the pain of another individual!
Even if that other Jew be a sinner, reducing
his pain reflects greatness and makes him
be considered a gavra raba.
What made Moshe Rabbenu a gavra
raba? Moshe witnessed another person’s
suffering and he had to get involved.
He felt the pain of others, even absent a
personal relationship with them. A Jewish
leader is someone who gets involved, who
tries to alleviate the suffering of others,
no matter who they might be. He seeks to
make the world around him a better place.
He does the right thing even when it is not
in accordance with the popular opinion.
We should emulate Moshe Rabbenu.
To recognize the pain of suffering of
others and to do everything we can to
improve their predicament. We cannot
remain as mere bystanders, but rather,
take responsibility and action in order
to achieve justice and make this world a
better place.
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